Where to Buy Red Biohazard Waste Bags

Red biohazard waste bags are required for packaging and disposal of dry biohazardous and medical waste, and some animal carcasses and parts. EH&S recommends using bags pre-printed with the UCSD address that can be purchased from the following three locations:

2016 Prices (prices subject to change)

Chemistry & Biochemistry Stockroom • (buy 1 or more)
1220 Urey Hall
http://www-chem.ucsd.edu/chemistry-web/storehouse-catalog.html
#707756  (19" x 24")    $0.34/each
#707757  (24" x 36")    $0.55/each
#707758  (38" x 47")    $1.12/each

Core Bio Services • (50 bags/pack)
Biomedical Sciences Building & Biomedical Library
(basement beneath Biomed Library)
https://corebio.ucsd.edu/4DCGI/Catalog/index.html
#703145-1  (19"x 24")  $12.50/pack (50 bags)
#703150-1  (24"x 36")  $21.00/pack (50 bags)
#703155SA-1  (38"x 47")  $43.66/pack (50 bags)

Marketplace • (by the case or by 50 bags/pack)
http://marketplace.ucsd.edu/
By the case:
#703145  (19" x 24")  $95.87/case (500 bags)
#703150  (24" x 36")  $88.02/case (250 bags)
#703155SA  (38" x 47")  $72.49/case (100 bags)

By the pack:
#703145-1  (19”x24")  $12.36/pack (50 bags)
#703150-1  (24”x36")  $20.76/pack (50 bags)
#703155SA-1  (38”x47")  $43.17/pack (50 bags)